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Glossary of Terms 
  

Benchmark     A standard by which progress is measured. 
 
Correlational 
Analysis          Measures the relationship between two items or variables. 
 
Formative 
Assessment      Assessment which is part of the instructional process.  When incorporated into  

classroom practice, it provides the information needed to adjust teaching and learning  
while they are happening. 

  
Learnia                District assessment instrument for students achievement outcomes. 
 
Marzano Causal Model      Pilot teacher evaluation program 
 
EE4NJ               NJDOE teacher evaluation pilot 
 
MFR- (Managing for Results)   An organized process of collecting, analyzing student achievement data and  

documents specific, instructional , procedures for targeting students academic  
strengths and opportunities for growth. 

 
OEE (Orchestrating Effective Effort)  Matrix which helps to show the relationship between district initiatives, utilization  

of resources with district goals. 
 
Summative 
Assessment          Assessment which is given periodically to determine, at a particular point in time, what  

students know and do not know. 
  
UbD (Understanding by Design)    Understanding by Design (UbD) is a tool used in the education field by teachers and administrators  

to teach for understanding. Using UbD helps teachers create more engaging and effective learning  
methods for curriculum, assessments, and instruction. 

Writers’ Workshop  / Readers’ Workshop 
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Vision Statement:  
  
The Monroe Township Board of Education commits itself to all children by preparing them to reach 
their full potential and to function in a global society through a preeminent education. 
  
 
 
Mission Statement:  
  
The Monroe Public Schools in collaboration with the members of the community shall ensure that all 
children receive an exemplary education by well-trained committed staff in a safe and orderly 
environment. 
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Status Report # 2 Executive Summary on Superintendent’s Action Plan for Moving from Good to Great.  

The Action Plan has been our guiding framework for all the work underway.  So much has been accomplished through this tool.  Through the heroic efforts of the Superintendent’s 
Advisory Council and Cabinets, we have made tremendous headway.  Careful planning and preparation went into ensuring that the enormity of the moves over the summer did not 
infringe upon instruction.  The seamless transition has set a new standard that other schools will emulate even within these confined fiscal conditions.  It is noteworthy, that this 
occurred without an agreement with the teachers which under most circumstances would have been a huge stumbling block.   The district has become a shining example of an 
organization that is growing and moving forward to new heights in the delivery of educational services and use of data to guide and inform decisions.  There is clear evidence that we 
are becoming trailblazers in the field of education as more and more districts are seeking our assistance and guidance in using data to inform decisions, implementing new and 
innovative initiatives and professional development.  We are working on improving collaboration between the administration and the MTEA as we deepen the focus of the 
Superintendent’s Action Plan.   
 
Improvement in student achievement requires a careful, strategic approach in order for it to be rooted, sustainable and meaningful.  Highlights of this Status Report include: 

• Emphasis on using data to drive classroom, school and district decisions. 
• Extensive training in the use of technology to enhance instruction in mathematics and language arts. 
• Development of district leaders in establishing content experts and instructional leaders. 
• Extensive collaborative work in developing curriculum, assessments, evaluations, examining student artifacts, researching best practices and monitoring instruction. 
• Creating a learning community where everyone takes responsibility for learning what is needed to be successful at reaching academic targets.  

 
Through the MFR process we have set clear academic targets and benchmarks for student achievement.  For every student to accelerate development towards targets, staff must 
develop new skills and knowledge as well.  The purpose of this document is to provide a systemic framework to support student learning.  The acceleration of student development to 
reach standards is the focus of all district initiatives. Staff development, monitoring and assessment are at the center of instructional improvement.  
Making the commitment to engage in a process for continuous improvement is an imperative.   The following chart illustrates the framework for district wide improvement. 
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Focus on Student Learning 
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In order to accomplish this, the board and administration must work to fulfill two critical roles. 
 
1) We must continue to commit to those programs and initiatives that are making an impact. 
2) We must provide the support for the improvement efforts so that they are sustainable and treated with importance. 
 
These guiding questions help to frame this action plan:  
 
1) What is the difference we should make in the district over the next few years?  
2) What is our desired vision for the future of our school system? 
3) What type of data and information do we need to determine our organizational effectiveness? 
 
 
It is imperative that we collectively advocate for comprehensive and sustainable strategies for continuous improvement.  This requires strength in leadership, system wide 
learning and managing change using everything we know about the change cycle and its impact on adult learners.  By most standards, Monroe is a high performing school 
district.  Consequently, creating a sense of urgency around improving student learning is a difficult challenge.  This also requires a shift in the role of Central Office that is also 
underway.  In high performing organizations, the function of Central Office shifts from monitoring administrative procedure for compliance to ensuring that system wide 
actions are focused on monitoring and supporting student learning.  Without exception all sound educational research indicates that student improvement is an effect of what 
occurs in the classrooms, making the teacher the most integral and vital part of this process.  Collaboration and collective efficacy is a shared belief that professional 
development is a non-negotiable.    
 
This framework for success is not designed to be accomplished in one school year. This plan should be a living and breathing document that serves as a guide which focuses on 
initiatives and plans for change; but most importantly, it serves as a road map for taking a proactive approach to addressing significant issues in the District and directing 
teaching and learning outcomes. 
 
The focus on the District goals must remain the central objective: 
·   Raise achievement for all students paying particular attention to disparities between subgroups.         
·   Systematically collect, analyze, and evaluate available data to inform all decisions. 
·   Improve business efficiencies where possible to reduce overall operating costs. 
·   Provide support programs for students across the continuum of academic achievement with an emphasis on those  

who are in the middle. 
·   Provide early interventions for all students who are at risk of not reaching their full potential. 
·   Create a 21st Century Environment of learning that promotes independence, motivation, exploration and innovation  

in the teaching and learning process. 
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These ideals or Core Beliefs must not be compromised in our effort to accomplish results.  It keeps the work clean, genuine, and sincere. 

● All decisions are made on the premise that children must come first. 
● All district decisions are made to ensure that practices and policies are developed to be inclusive, sensitive and meaningful to our diverse population. 
● We believe there is a sense of urgency about improving rigor and student achievement. 
● All members of our community are responsible for building capacity to reach excellence. 
● We are committed to a process for continuous improvement based on collecting, analyzing, and reflecting on data to guide our decisions. 
● We believe that collaboration maximizes the potential for improved outcomes. 
● We act with integrity, respect, and honesty with recognition that the schools serve as the social core of the community. 
● We believe that resources must be committed to address the population expansion in the community. 
● We believe that there are no disposable students in our community and every child means every child. 

 
The Curriculum Office is the vehicle through which this plan takes life. This Action Plan is based on a comprehensive process that embraces educational research, best practices 
and common sense; including adequate instructional and personnel resources, effective management, highly qualified teachers and sound, competent, instructional leaders.  At 
its core is the belief that children come first!  Building on this foundation, the essential elements of Managing for Results are a comprehensive and aligned district curriculum, 
professional development focused on District initiatives, a newly developed and redesigned formative and summative assessment program, and carefully calibrated and 
appropriate interventions for students who require additional help in order to reach agreed upon goals.  All other District systems: budget, financial management, human 
resource management, etc. must be aligned to support the Action Plan. 
We commit our best efforts to educating the staff and community about this plan so that the synergy and emergence of new leaders among our staff will hold constant to this 
plan and the corresponding goals.  The Superintendent of Schools along with members of the Superintendent’s Advisory Council and Extended Cabinet are responsible for 
designing, managing, and monitoring the components of the plan. 
 
 
The following charts illustrate the current trends in student progress over the past three years.  
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Monroe Township High School 
Test Summaries 

 
SAT Reasoning Test 

 
 

2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 
# of Graduates                                   318 # of Graduates                                   375 # of Graduates                                   366 # of Graduates                                   377   # of Graduates                                   374  
# of Seniors who took SAT                  262 # of Seniors who took SAT                  289 # of Seniors who took SAT                  207 # of Seniors who took SAT                 287 # of Seniors who took SAT                 225 
MTHS Average Reading Score          501 MTHS Average Reading Score          498 MTHS Average Reading Score          515 MTHS Average Reading Score         499   MTHS Average Reading Score         498   
MTHS Average Math Score                526 MTHS Average Math Score                527 MTHS Average Math Score                531 MTHS Average Math Score               523  MTHS Average Math Score               521  
MTHS Average Writing Score             498 MTHS Average Writing Score             494 MTHS Average Writing Score             511 MTHS Average Writing Score            504   MTHS Average Writing Score            512   
N.J. Reading Average                        495 N.J. Reading Average                        495 N.J. Reading Average                        496 N.J. Reading Average                       495   N.J. Reading Average                       495   
N.J. Math Average                             510 N.J. Math Average                             513 N.J. Math Average                              513 N.J. Math Average                            514   N.J. Math Average                            516   
N.J. Writing Average                          494 N.J. Writing Average                          496 N.J. Writing Average                           496 N.J. Writing Average                          497  N.J. Writing Average                          497  
National Reading Average               502 National Reading Average               502 National Reading Average               501 National Reading Average              501 National Reading Average              497 
National Math Average                    515 National Math Average                    515 National Math Average                     515 National Math Average                    516 National Math Average                    514 
National Writing Average                  494 National Writing Average                  494 National Writing Average                  493 National Writing Average                 492 National Writing Average                 489 
 
Please note that the National  averages for 06/07 and 07/08 are the same; this is not an error 

Advanced Placement Tests 
2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 

# of students Examined             104 # of students Examined             169 # of students Examined             174 # of Students Examined              187 # of Students Examined              178 
% with a score of 5                       20 % with a score of 5                       19 % with a score of 5                       22 % with a score of 5                        24 % with a score of 5                        32 
% with a score of 4                       23 % with a score of 4                       25 % with a score of 4                       23 % with a score of 4                        24 % with a score of 4                        24 
% with a score of 3                       31 % with a score of 3                       27 % with a score of 3                       23 % with a score of 3                        23 % with a score of 3                        20 

 
 

ACT (Composite Scores) 
2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011 

Students Tested MTHS:             26 
Students Tested state:       11,132  

Students Tested MTHS:             26 
Students Tested state:       14,714  

Students Tested MTHS:             60 
Students Tested state:       17,679 

Students Tested MTHS:           74 
Students Tested State:       19,177    

Students Tested MTHS:           85 
Students Tested State:       20,796    

MTHS Comp. Avg.      State  Comp. Avg. MTHS Comp. Avg.      State  Comp, Avg. MTHS Comp. Avg.      State  Comp, Avg. MTHS  Comp. Avg.    State Comp. Avg. MTHS  Comp. Avg.    State Comp. Avg. 
        21                          22         23                          23         23                          23        22                            23        23                            23 
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PSAT  
 

October 2007 October 2008 October 2009 October 2010 October 2011 
# of MTHS Juniors Enrolled                373            # of MTHS Juniors Enrolled                 400                     # of MTHS Juniors Enrolled                379                 # of MTHS Juniors Enrolled                397                # of MTHS Juniors Enrolled                439              
# of Juniors who took P SAT    259 (69%)              # of Juniors who took P SAT    263 (66%)               # of Juniors who took P SAT    256 (68%)              # of Juniors who took P SAT    378(95%)              # of Juniors who took P SAT    419(95%)              
Critical Reading Mean Score          47.6 Critical Reading Mean Score           47.3 Critical Reading Mean Score          48.3 Critical Reading Mean Score          46.8 Critical Reading Mean Score          47.1 
Math Mean Score                             49.7 Math Mean Score                              49.2 Math Mean Score                             49.0 Math Mean Score                             47.9 Math Mean Score                             48.1 
Writing Mean Score                          46.9 Writing Mean Score                           45.6 Writing Mean Score                          47.8 Writing Mean Score                          44.3 Writing Mean Score                          44.7 

HSPA – March Administration 
                         2007                                      2008                                       2009                                   2010                    2011 
Students Tested: Students Tested: Students tested: Students Tested:       Students Tested:       
# of General Education      309 # of General Education     319 # of General Education     351 # of General Education     314 # of General Education     330 
   Partially Proficient Math     39    Partially Proficient Math    33    Partially Proficient Math    59    Partially Proficient Math    41    Partially Proficient Math    34 
   Partially Proficient LA          16    Partially Proficient LA         21    Partially Proficient LA        24    Partially Proficient LA          7    Partially Proficient LA           4 
   Proficient Math                  166    Proficient Math                204    Proficient Math                215    Proficient Math                179    Proficient Math                 189 
   Proficient LA                       220    Proficient LA                     259    Proficient LA                     291    Proficient LA                     241      Proficient LA                      221   
   Adv. Proficient Math         104    Adv. Proficient Math         82    Adv. Proficient Math        77    Adv. Proficient Math         92    Adv. Proficient Math        107 
   Adv. Proficient LA               73    Adv. Proficient LA             39    Adv. Proficient LA            36    Adv. Proficient LA              63    Adv. Proficient LA             105 
# of Special Education        70 # of Special Education       49 # of Special Education       58 # of Special Education        68 # of Special Education        63 
   Partially Proficient Math    38    Partially Proficient Math   30    Partially Proficient Math   38    Partially Proficient Math    39    Partially Proficient Math    39 
   Partially Proficient LA         27    Partially Proficient LA        23    Partially Proficient LA        29    Partially Proficient LA        19    Partially Proficient LA         20 
   Proficient Math                   27    Proficient Math                 18    Proficient Math                 18    Proficient Math                  28    Proficient Math                   22 
   Proficient LA                       39    Proficient LA                      25    Proficient LA                      29    Proficient LA                       48    Proficient LA                        42 
   Adv. Proficient Math           5    Adv. Proficient Math          1    Adv. Proficient Math         2    Adv. Proficient Math           1     Adv. Proficient Math           0  
   Adv. Proficient LA                4    Adv. Proficient LA               1    Adv. Proficient LA              0    Adv. Proficient LA                1    Adv. Proficient LA                0 
Totals: Totals: Totals: Totals: Totals: 
Math Partially Proficient     21% Math Partially Proficient     17% Math Partially Proficient     16% Math Partially Proficient     13% Math Partially Proficient     20% 
Math Proficient                    51% Math Proficient                    60% Math Proficient                    62% Math Proficient                   57%   Math Proficient                   53%   
Math Adv. Proficient           28% Math Adv. Proficient           23% Math Adv. Proficient           22% Math Adv. Proficient          29% Math Adv. Proficient          27% 
Lang. Partially Proficient     12% Lang. Partially Proficient     12% Lang. Partially Proficient       7% Lang. Partially Proficient      7% Lang. Partially Proficient      7% 
Lang. Proficient                   68% Lang. Proficient                   77% Lang. Proficient                   83% Lang. Proficient                   76% Lang. Proficient                   67% 
Lang. Adv. Proficient          20% Lang. Adv. Proficient          11% Lang. Adv. Proficient          10% Lang. Adv. Proficient          17% Lang. Adv. Proficient          27% 
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End-of- Course Biology Test 

 
May 2008 May 2009 May 2010 May 2011 

# of Students Tested                          411 # of Students Tested                     441 # of Students Tested             451             # of Students Tested             473             
Raw Mean Score -  MTHS                 31.4 Raw Mean Score -  MTHS            31.8 Partially Proficient              33.3% Partially Proficient              33.0% 
Raw Mean Score – State                  n/a Raw Mean Score – State            30.7 Proficient                             51.7% Proficient                             42.4% 
No Proficiency data is applicable at this 
time. 

No Proficiency data is applicable at this 
time. 

Advanced Proficient            15% Advanced Proficient         24.6% 

 
 

End-of-Course Algebra Test 
 

May 2010 May 2011 
Performance Level:   District     State Performance Level:   District     State 
Advanced                       4%          5% Advanced                       8%           7% 
Proficient                        31%         24% Proficient                         33%        28% 
Basic                                27%        25% Basic                                25%         23% 
Below Basic                    38%        46% Below Basic                     33%        43% 

 
 
 
October 20, 2011 
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Goal # 1 Raise achievement for all students paying particular attention to disparities between subgroups. 
  
  
Action Steps Benchmarks Performance Indicators Timeline Status Report# 1 Status Report #2 

Analyze data generated 
and provided by the 
Testing Office, district 
formative and summative 
assessments as well as 
performance 
assessments for grades 
3-11 to identify students 
/teacher/curricular areas 
needing improvement; 
and ensure alignment 
with NJCCCS and new 
Common Core National 
Standards. 

MFR will be utilized in all 
schools to plan for 
improvement. 
  
Utilization of the MFR 
form as our data 
management system to 
provide consistency when 
looking at student 
achievement data and 
planning for 
improvement. 

   All principals will utilize 
data meetings with Dr. 
Hamilton structured to 
review data and plan 
school goals. 

   
   Teachers to plan lessons 

to meet the needs of all 
learners will utilize MFR in 
all schools. 

 
   100% of teachers will 

engage in team planning 
time structured around a 
learning community that 
uses student work to 
inform instruction 
decisions. 

Ongoing 
2011-2012 

MFR implemented in all schools. 
  
Data review meetings between Dr. Hamilton and 
each principal to determine next steps. 
Administration meets with teams once or twice 
per month to discuss progress.  Individual 
teachers meet with administration to review their 
students’ efforts, along with artifacts and MFR 
forms. 
  
Meetings with faculty to review student 
achievement data and how teachers are using it 
in their classrooms. 
  
Team, special education/regular education, has 
disaggregated MTMS-NJASK data. Along with 
cluster analysis of the data that is provided on 
the back of the test reports, data has been 
disseminated to teamed and non-teamed staff to 
be viewed so they may begin to utilize 
information to assist them in driving instruction. 
  
Ongoing Writing Benchmark assessments will be 
administered in grades K-8. 
  
K-8 MFRs and daily instruction will be crafted to 
address the needs of students. 
  
Principal PLC collaboratively working with 
teacher leaders utilizing coaching skills to 
assess teacher and student data as it drives 

MFR meetings between principal and teachers 
to review instructional strategies for identified 
students are ongoing. 
 
Math benchmarks are created and being 
implemented in grades K-2. 
 
Pre-assessments are in the process of being 
created for all benchmarks. 
 
MTMS-Meetings with Math, LAL, and Special 
Education staff to review progress of at risk 
students and instructional measures taken to 
assist in student achievement. 
 
Discussions centered on assessments and 
respective lesson plans to guide instruction 
along with implementation of differentiated 
instruction for individual students. 
 
The HS continues to share and analyze data 
among teaching teams in assigned 
academies, especially mathematics and 
Language Arts related to student performance. 
 
Principal PLC continues to develop coaching 
strategies to be used with teachers in 
conjunction with the EE4NJ observation 
model. 
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instructional practices using flexible grouping 
strategies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conduct an alignment 
analysis to identify 
existing gaps between 
elementary, middle and 
high school literacy, 
science, math, and social 
studies curricular 
materials with NJCCCS 
and Common Core 
National Standards. 
Revise curricula 
documents if deemed 
necessary. 
  
  
Assist teachers in 
techniques of effective 
instruction, and advise 
schools to train all 
teachers in the use of 
strategies used in AP and 
gifted and talented 
programs; use 
correlation analysis of 
PSAT, SAT data vs. 

  Students will be 
supported and 
encouraged to move to 
higher level classes at the 
high school 

All students in grades 1 – 5 
will have writer’s workshop 
in their LAL block. 
   
Provide appropriate 
professional development 
to complement existing 
programs. 
 
Ensure alignment of 
curriculum, professional 
development and 
assessment. 
 
Implementation of 
AVID in the middle school 
and high school. 
 
Increased Advanced 
Proficiency in Language 
Arts Literacy and Math 
  
Administer tracking reports 
to Math instructors in 
Grades 3-5 in which they 

Beginning 
Sept 2009 – 
Ongoing 
  
 
October 2011 
  
  
  
 Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
  
 Ongoing 
  
  
  
 Ongoing 
  
  
  
 Ongoing 
  

Grades 1 and 5 are currently being trained in 
Writers Workshop.  
 
Language Arts Supervisor is meeting regularly 
with teachers to ensure understanding and 
development of the Writer’s Workshop Format. 
  
  
Through articulation and sustained curriculum 
writing efforts by staff and district supervisors, 
the BOE approved the writing of 25 elementary 
and high school Science curriculum documents 
to support State mandates for alignment to 
NJCCCS and the Common Core National 
Standards. Science Gap analysis completed and 
shared with staff members in grades K-8. 
  
Implementation of a new curriculum template 
focusing on what students should know, 
understand, and be able to do along with sample 
lessons and benchmark assessments 
  
Professional Development: Trained 125 
elementary staff K-5 over a three-day period to 
support adoption and distribution of new 

Ongoing writer’s workshop training workshops 
being offered to grades 3-4 to review 
strategies in LAL 
 
MTMS-weekly department meetings to allow 
for vertical articulation content discussion 
across the three grades 
  
Provided proper EE4NJ training in learning 
goals and connected scales. 
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HSPA and end-of-course 
data; perform 
correlational 
analysis of SAT v. HSPA. 

record dates of completion 
of topics covered in 
EnVisions program. 
  
 
  
  

  
 Ongoing 
2011-2012 
  
  
  
 

Pearson Scott Foresman Science program 
materials. 
  
In-district on-demand professional development 
for continued and expanded support of new 
Pearson Scott Foresman Science program in 
Nov 2011 & Dec 2011 for additional 50 teachers. 
  
Updated Advanced Placement professional 
development for SS and Science teachers. 
  
MTMS-Monthly department meetings held to 
discuss instruction and curriculum alignment. 
School administration works closely with 
department supervisors to discuss curriculum 
and instruction. Additionally, content area 
supervisors hold articulation meetings to include 
elementary, middle and high school teachers. 
MTMS-Weekly department meetings set to allow 
for content level discussion across the three 
grades 
  
Language Arts articulation via: grade levels, staff 
meetings, and various modes of district 
professional development. 
  
Curriculum alignment to the newly adopted 
Common Core National Standards has provided 
for gap analysis and a reorganized scope and 
sequence 
  
AVID strategies are beginning to permeate 
school wide in both the middle and high school 
sites 
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Assist and provide 
support to administrators 
and school staff in the 
preparation, 
interpretation and 
distribution of data as it 
relates to instruction and 
interventions including 
school by school data as 
well as trends and 
implications for practice. 

Infuse diverse cultures 
and backgrounds into the 
curriculum across all 
grade levels 

  Lessons on respect, 
diversity and tolerance will 
be developed and 
implemented in all 
elementary classrooms to 
meet the new anti-bullying 
law. 
  
Administer quarterly Math 
benchmark assessments 
in grades K-2.  Scores will 
guide future instruction. 
 
Ensure that as curriculum 
is revised during the 
approval cycle, that 
themes of diversity, 
tolerance and acceptance 
are woven throughout. 
  
  

 Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
Beginning 
Sept 2009-
Ongoing 

Principal meetings with Dr. Hamilton to review 
data for each school and determine next steps. 
  
iObservation and EE4NJ training. 
  
School safety team meetings to develop school 
practices regarding anti-bullying law. 
  
Implementation of CoreK-12 assessment system 
as well as the removal of NJPASS and the new 
creation of pre/post and benchmark 
assessments that align with NJCCCS and 
Common Core National Standards 
  
  
  
  
  
  

iObservation and EE4NJ training has been 
completed and observations have commenced 
throughout the district. 
 
School safety teams have met to review data 
from the implementation of anti-bullying 
procedures. 
 
Administrators have attended training on the 
process of implementation of CoreK-12 
formative assessment system. 

Improve teachers’ ability 
to critically select, 
analyze, and implement a 
variety of primary 
documents and 
resources embedded in 
curriculum guides that 
enhance students’ 
abilities to analyze issues 
and draw conclusions 
from the data. 

 Use building level 
meetings as professional 
development for teachers 
in the development of 
UbD units and 
implementation of DI 
strategies. 

  All teachers will be utilizing 
UbD and DI in their 
classrooms  

 
   One on one instruction in 

UbD training workshops in 
which participants are able 
to analyze curriculum 
documents in conjunction 
with the development of 
UbD units. 

October 2011 
  
  
 
September 
2011 – 
ongoing 
 
 

Ongoing professional development in UbD/DI 
along with MFR meetings with individual 
teachers. 
  
Extensive articulation at department meetings 
social studies and Science 1st benchmark will 
take place in December. 
  
Language Arts Supervisor will continue to meet 
with grade levels, departments and individual 
teachers to provide support and articulation for 

Incorporate EE4NJ training with UbD and 
learning goals. 
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staff regarding balanced literacy. 
Training in the formation, creation, and 
implementation of professional learning 
communities in each school setting. 

    Increased support 
programs for special 
education students to 
address AYP. 

  
   
  
  Utilization of Study Island 

along with teacher 
monitoring of electronic 
data to direct students 
areas as dictated by their 
weaknesses. 

   Full Implementation of 
curriculum and formative 
assessments through units 
of study. 

  
  
  
   Acquire and implement 

research proven programs 
in response to learning 
style of classified students 

  

Beginning 
Sept 2009- 
Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
 Beginning 
Sept 2009- 
Ongoing 

MTMS-Through department driven and created 
assessments along with MFR forms, teachers 
are concentrating on assessing students in 
areas of specific Common Core National 
Standards. 
  
 
MAP and LAP programs offered to students 
based on their NJASK scores to target specific 
areas of weakness. 
  
Making the Grade after school program 
developed to address additional non-proficient 
students with a specific focus on the 
economically disadvantaged sub-group. 
  
MTMS- In order to increase utilization of the 
Study Island program teachers have been 
trained in the processing of data. Additional 
training will be provided as a refresher for 
experience staff as well as an introduction for 
our new staff. 
  
  

 

         

Providing academic 
interventions through 
extended time or 
supplemental service. 
Summer Intervention 

  Identify specific 
instructional strategies for 
enhancing student 
outcomes 
  

  
  
  
  
  

December 
2009- 
Ongoing 
  
  

MTMS made use of a daily professional 
development period to look at data to drive 
instructional practices. Specifically, implementing 
AVID strategies for reading and writing across 
the curriculum. 

Student’s case managers meet regularly at out 
of district schools to review student progress 
and maintaining the student in the LRE, if 
necessary in an ESY placement. 
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Programs 
Approved block 
scheduling for all 
Curriculum periods 
(Lang. Arts, 
Math, Social Studies. 
Science) 
 
Summer enrichment 

  
Special Education 
students in out of district 
placements receive ESY 
and after school services 
at their schools to provide 
academic and behavioral 
interventions. 
 
In district Special 
Education students 
attend ESY, as 
determined during their 
IEP meetings. 

  
   IEP goals reporting, BIPs 

and student progress 
report cards. 

  
  
  
  
  
   Students continue to 

address their IEP goals to 
prevent regression over 
the summer 

  
 2011-2012 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
2011-2012 

 
Provide monthly staff driven professional 
development meetings in AVID best practice 
strategies as a means of going school wide. 
  
Redesign of the current middle school schedule 
to allow for an increase in instructional time for 
all core curriculum content areas. (42 minutes 
increase to 56 minutes) 
  
Student’s case managers meet regularly at out 
of district schools to review student progress and 
maintain the student in the LRE. 
  
ESY teachers, therapists and related service 
providers teach to reinforce student goals and 
collect data and student artifacts over the 
summer. Progress reports are provided to the 
parents 

 
ESY teachers, therapists and related service 
providers teach to reinforce student goals and 
collect data and student artifacts over the 
summer. Progress reports are provided to the 
parents. 

Provide training and 
ongoing support to 
administrators, teachers 
and other staff in the use 
of implementation 
rubrics and instructional 
strategies proven to yield 
high results. 

   Professional development 
for all administrators on 
the Marzano Causal 
model for observations. 
All administrators will 
implement the clinical 
supervision model as 
outlined in the Marzano 
Causal model. 

  
  
  
   Principals will use the 

coaching model to coach 
teachers in strategies to 
improve instruction. 

  
   Provide professional 

development to 
administrative team. 

Training for all 
administrators in the 
Marzano model in 
November 2011 and 
ongoing through 2012. 
  
Training on developing 
rubrics and scales and 
their use is a critical piece 
of the UbD training 
workshops.  Participants 
develop rubrics for their 
unit and summative 
performance tasks which 
are developed in the UbD 
framework. 
 
Anti-Bullying training is 
ongoing throughout the 
year at faculty meetings. 

 2011-2012 
  
  
  
  
  
  Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 Ongoing 
  
  

EE4NJ and Marzano Causal model. 
  
 
Principal PLC on coaching and UbD strategies 
  
Administrative professional development through 
ASCD institutional membership. 
  
Anti-bullying training for administration and staff. 
  
Membership in County Anti-Bullying Coordinator 
Team. 

EE4NJ training is completed and observations 
have commenced.  
 
Principal PLC on coaching and UbD strategies 
is continuing. 
 
Continuing anti-bullying training as well as 
other mandatory trainings in all buildings. 
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   Guidance counselors will 

document student 
conferences regarding 
college admissions 

  
School safety teams will 
meet quarterly to review 
HIB information and plan 
activities for schools 
  
 By June 2009, ensure that 
100% administrative team 
is well versed on key 
components of all district 
initiatives. 
  
All HS Guidance 
counselors will collect data 
on number of conferences 
conducted specifically for 
2college admission 
process 

  
November 
2009 – June 
2010 
  
  
Beginning 
December 
2009-Ongoing 
  
 
  
Ongoing 
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Goal # 2    Systematically collect, analyze, and evaluate available data to inform all decisions 
 
Action Steps Benchmarks Performance Indicators Timelines Status Report#1 Status Report # 2 

Continue to 
provide training on 
Differentiated 
Instruction as a 
tool for teachers to 
improve student 
outcomes. 

Teachers and 
administrators will 
use data to focus 
discussions and 
observations on 
student 
achievement. 
  
Continue with 
professional 
discourse to focus 
on student artifacts 
and focus on 
objective and data 
driven evidence 

MFR meetings held with teachers. 
Training in faculty meetings. 
Review of data at grade level meetings. 
  
 
 
  
 
Continue training teachers regarding 
best practices in math leadership and 
teaching strategies through the Rutgers 
program utilizing the Common Core with 
the lead teachers. 
  
 
Create a model Differentiated 
Instructional classroom in each of the 
district schools 
 
Emphasis stressed in UbD workshops 
on the WHERETO tool during the lesson 
planning process.  The “T” is for tailoring 
instructions to meet needs of students’ 
abilities, interests, and learning styles. 
Additional emphasis on learning goals 
and what students should know, 
understand, and be able to do. 

 September 
– October 
2011 
  
  
  
 
 
Beginning 
October 
2009 – 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 

Faculty meeting trainings on UbD and DI 
  
MFR meetings with individual teachers to 
develop action plans for their students. 
  
High school social studies and science 
department staff completed the selection of 
criteria for benchmarking (political cartoons & 
graphing/data collection) in different courses 
  
MTMS-Fall 2011 all math and special education 
content teachers were provided district training 
from a Connected Math representative. 
  
During the 2011-2012 school year additional 
mathematics training occured in conjunction with 
our math lead teachers and a program affiliated 
with Rutgers university. 
  
Grades 6-8 curriculum has been updated to 
reflect the Common Core National Standards. 
Training has been provided to the MTMS math 
staff on the new curriculum by the math lead 
teachers 
  
Professional development and the construct of 2 
Differentiated Instruction based professional 
learning communities serve as a model for other 
teachers and administrators to learn about 
curricular units of study utilizing formative 
assessment for learning strategies 

Continued training on UbD and DI incorporated 
with EE4NJ and the Marzano Causal Model of 
teacher evaluation.  
 
Ongoing MFR meetings between administrators 
and teachers. 
 
The Assistant Superintendent and the district 
staff development team are constructing year 3 
of the UbD/DI professional learning community.  
Training will occur during summer months as a 
replication of the training at the SIAD (Summer 
Institute for Academic Diversity) over the first 
two years. 
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Provide protocol 
for making all 
district decisions 
through 
Orchestrating 
Effective Effort to 
align resources 
and efforts 

  
Develop a 
management tool 
for coordinating 
resources with 
district goals 

  
Ensure that all teachers know 
achievement data for current student 
rosters through the MFR process. 
 
Implement Orchestrating Effective Effort 
Tool at the superintendent’s advisory 
level for all district initiatives 

  
 January 
2010 – 
Ongoing 

 
 
MFR meetings to review assessment data with 
teachers. 
  
   
MTMS - Each team has a leader “to be an 
expert” in the data collection system and data 
collection/analysis.  We have collected and 
analyzed the data and identified the next step in 
the MFR process. Strategies will be 
implemented to address individual student 
weaknesses. 

 
 
MFR meetings with teachers to review 
instructional strategies implemented for 
identified students. 

Assist schools in 
the development of 
their budgets and 
program 
expenditures that 
support student 
achievement. 

    Ongoing 
through 
March 2012 

Begin budget process at the school level. 
District content supervisors met with high school 
principal and middle school principal to delineate 
budget protocols for 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 
budget process. Ancillary purchases for high 
school staff will include new line item to support 
technology initiative. 
  
District content supervisors presenting aligned 
budget to all school principals. 

Budget process completed at the school level. 
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Goal #3 Improve business efficiencies where possible to reduce overall operating costs 
  
Action Steps Benchmarks Performance Indicators Timelines Status Report # 1 Status Report # 2 

Continue to prepare grants 
for submission directly, or 
in collaboration with other 
offices and organizations, 
ensuring that grants are 
submitted consistent with 
grant deadlines. 

Continue to solicit 
all external revenue 
sources available. 
Expend all grants 
by their deadlines in 
accordance with 
their individual 
agreements 

   Increased research and 
applications for external 
grants and also the 
recognition of increased 
revenues within the 
Special Revenue Fund 
compared with prior 
periods 

 
   Grants are fully 

expended by their 
deadlines accomplishing 
their initiatives without 
carryover 

It is projected 
that this goal 
will be reached 
by 6/30/13 but it 
is a perpetual 
process. 
 
 
 
Ongoing 

Teacher Evaluation Grant EE4NJ has been 
applied for and approved by the State awarding 
$176,100 for the period 9/1/11-8/31/12. 
 
Impact Grant was awarded again for $52,584 for 
the period 9/1/11-8/31/12.  Last year the District 
received $74,000.  Impact Grant is again being 
applied for.   
  
The District was again awarded a Safety Grant 
in the amount of $20,801 
  
District was given $21,400 to implement SPARK 
and First Tee instructional physical education 
and health programs in two of our schools. 
  
The District was awarded an Environmental 
Grant For $500 
  
ARRA Basic and Preschool have been fully 
executed in accordance with the grant 
requirements by 8/31/11 

Superintendent developed the 
Supt’s Budget Steering Task Force 
to engage district staff, BOE 
members, community members, 
and parents in the school budget 
development process and dialogue. 
The task force has met three times 
to prepare for the March 2012 
preliminary school budget hearings. 
 
Application was made for a 
Superintendent’s grant from 
Learning Forward on Principal and 
leadership coaching. 
 
Plans being made to continue the 
EE4NJ teacher evaluation grant 
pilot through the 2012-2013 school 
year. 
 
Plans are being made to insource 
the district before and aftercare 
programs as a means to generate 
revenue 
 
Plans are being made to create a 
staff childcare service for the school 
year for internal district staff 
members. 

Initiate and monitor cost Continue to create    Reduce budget Fiscal year The purchasing consortium has generated  
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containment, cost 
reduction, and cost 
savings strategies. 

efficiencies and 
reduce fixed costs 

expenditures for 
supplies in all categories 
and analyze the entire 
district’s spending 

2011-2012 and 
2012-2013 

$323,828 in district savings from inception 
7/1/11 through 10/7/11, and $173,099 from 
7/1/11 through 3/15/12. 
 
The refinancing of twenty million dollars of 
outstanding 2002 series bonds has resulted in 
the net present value savings of $1,371,825 of 
interest costs over the next decade of 
approximately $150,000 per year. 
The refinancing of $65,000,000 of the 2004 
series is underway and is expected to save over 
$2,000,000 of net present value interest costs 
over the next decade. 
 
By budgeting and charging out of district tuition 
to the IDEA Basic and Preschool grants instead 
of salaries the District will save $175,000 
annually on TPAF reimbursement 

Analyze district 
expenditures and 
cash flow to ensure 
efficient fiscal 
operations. 

Continue to direct 
fiscal resources 
toward direct 
student purposes 

   Analytical review using 
historical data from the 
budget software and 
school report card 

Fiscal year 
2011-2012 

Administrative costs per pupil continue to decline 
as evidenced in the 2011-2012-district budget. 

 

Collaborate with 
Purchasing, Accounts 
Payable and Budget to 
assist schools in the 
efficient use of protocols 
for budget planning 
and ordering processes 
aligned with district 
initiatives. 

Review and update 
district facilities plan 
paying particular 
attention to energy 
consumption 
reduction 

Design and implement 
conservation measures 
and allocate energy 
costs to outside groups 
during use of building 
events 

This goal 
initiated in 
2011-2012 but 
hopefully will 
extend beyond 

District policy is being reviewed to better and 
more accurately match energy costs during 
outside use and properly invoice the groups 
using the facilities  
 
The new purchasing consortium provides prior 
year comparative expenditure information for 
supply orders which automatically update to 
current pricing used for budgets 
 
The amount that the district is over adequacy 
was cut in half from the 2011-2012 year to the 
2012-2013 year. 
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 Goal # 4 Provide support programs for students across the continuum of academic achievement with an emphasis on 
those who are in the middle 
  
Action Steps Benchmarks Performance Indicators Timelines Status Report # 1 Status Report # 2 

Provide interventions to 
children identified as in 
the middle. 

 AVID program began third 
year of implementation. 
Program expanded to 11th 
grade elective course to 
accompany grades 9 & 10. 
Teachers had participated 
in Summer Institute for 
professional development. 

 
 MTHS begins ISTE/iPad 

Initiative to 1,760 students 
in addition teaching staff 
issued iPad and MacBook 
laptop to facilitate 24/7 
learning opportunities 

 
 Provide professional 

development for all staff on 
current effective 
instructional practices to 
improve achievement for all 
  
Provide rigor and support 
for students achieving at all 
levels. 

AVID site team reviewed 
data related to the 
performance of AVID 
students in school year 
2010-2011 and support 
for students to select AP 
and Honors courses. 
 
  
Technology iPad rollout 
successfully implemented 
over 9 session 
orientations for students 
and parents 
  
 
Create opportunities for 
teachers to turn key 
training through 
restructuring staff 
meeting and common 
planning time at each 
school. 
 
AVID implementation of 
11 essentials at middle 
and high school 
ADL and Summer 
Institute AVID training 
with completed action 
plans 

 2011-2013 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
October 
2011 
  
  
  
 
 
August 2010  
Ongoing 
  
  
  
 
 
 
September 
2009-
Ongoing 

AVID system began 3rd year of implementation. 
120 students participate in the program at the 
High School. 5 MTHS teachers serve as AVID 
elective teachers to teach students a specific 
skill set for preparation for college. AVID site 
team meets to strategize effective methods to 
improve student achievement 
  
   
The new MTHS implemented a new model of 
technology infusion. Each student received an 
iPad-learning device to allow student exploration 
for 21st century learning. Teacher walk-throughs 
indicate immediate technology use in 
classrooms and observable use of technology. 
  
  
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
MTMS AVID strategies will be turn-keyed to the 
staff in order to allow them to expand their 
repertoire of instructional strategies based in 
best practices. 
  
The AVID site team was expanded based on a 
purely voluntary basis and a new section of the 
AVID elective was opened to increase the 

All AVID students took part in the EXPLORE test 
in the middle school.  This is a valuable 
assessment that will compliment their coming 
year in the AVID program. 
 
The AVID site team was expanded based on a 
purely voluntary basis and a new section of the 
AVID elective was opened to increase the 
number of AVID students within the building. 
   
AVID site team members worked towards the 
recruitment process of potential new AVID 
students for the 2012-2013 school year. 

 
 
AVID professional development is an ongoing 
process at both the middle and high school sites.  
Site team members use their site team meetings 
as well as departmental meetings to provide 
professional development to their peers.  The 
district director and site coordinators drive and 
monitor this process. 
 
The high school is in preparation to have their 
first graduating class of AVID students at the 
conclusion on the 2012-2013 school year. 
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number of AVID students within the building. 
MTMS AVID students attend AVID elective 56 
minutes per day every other day to work on 
strategies associated with avid. AVID team 
meets monthly to discuss AVID students and 
their progress as well as discuss the 11 
essentials to ensure we work toward their 
implementation. 

Provide interventions to 
children identified as in 
the middle 

    Professional development 
for all staff on the UbD and 
DI models and effective 
teaching strategies 

   Ongoing MFR meetings with individual teachers to 
determine action plans for all students. 
EE4NJ training for all administrators so that they 
can provide meaningful feedback to teachers 
through the observation model. Faculty meetings 
are used for professional development. 

Ongoing MFR meetings with teachers to review 
instructional strategies implemented for 
identified students.  

Review, revise all 
instructional and 
supervisory personnel 
evaluation protocols to 
ensure effective 
monitoring of expected 
practices and 
implementation of 
programs. 

Enhance instructional 
leadership of principals 
through training on the 
Marzano Causal Model of 
observations. 
  
Elementary principals will 
be trained on coaching to 
lead teachers in improving 
teaching strategies and 
ultimately, student 
performance will increase. 

  Ongoing 
2011-2012 

Training on the Marzano Causal Model of 
teacher observations. 

Training for EE4NJ and Marzano Causal Model 
completed and observations have commenced. 
Administrators are following the clinical 
supervision model.  

     Implement AVID at MTHS 
and MTMS and assess its 
effectiveness on an ongoing 
basis 

AVID elective 
observation forms 

June 2010-
Ongoing 

MTMS-AVID elective binders are maintained 
and updated regularly. These are kept in a 
central AVID office in the new facility. 

Initial Self Study (ISS), Certification Self Study 
(CSS) and general AVID data are housed in the 
AVID system and is utilized for decision making 
by the district director and the two sites. 

      Complete a formal 
assessment of all 
instructional programs 
through the OEE process 
  

  Ongoing Expand this process to each school and content 
area in the district. 
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    Expand the use of Literacy 

and Math coaches at the 
elementary and middle 
school level (contingent 
upon funding) 

 
   Increase Literacy 

coach and 
mathematics coach 
by two each 
(contingent upon 
ARRA funding) 

 
Pending 
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Goal # 5 Provide early interventions for all students who are at risk of not reaching their full potential 
 
Action Steps Benchmarks Performance Indicators Timelines Status Report #1 Status Report # 2 

Provide interventions 
during the day and 
throughout the year 
for students at risk at 
all levels. 

Implement a basic 
skills program after 
school to target 
students who are at 
risk 
  
Implement extended 
programs (Saturday, 
After School) to target 
(at risk) students 
(contingent on funds) 
  
Pre-School teachers 
are collecting data, as 
specified in the High 
Scope curriculum. 
  
Child Study Teams 
review Special 
Education students 
IEP goals and suggest 
intervention strategies 
to maintain students in 
the least restrictive 
environment. 
  
Student Behavior 
plans are implemented 
as necessary 

Implement a district wide system 
for identification of students who 
are at risk and eligible for basic 
skills.  
 
 
Implement the individual learning 
plan for all students in the basic 
skills program to increase 
communication between the 
classroom teacher and the basic 
skills teacher. 
 
Student formative and summative 
data from Saturday Academy will 
show increase between pre and 
post assessments.  
 
Each child has a COR report 
indicating their level of 
performance designated in the 
High Scope rubric for expected 
skills.  
 
 
 
Student performance in their 
programs is monitored and 
addenda to IEPs or new IEP 
goals are crafted to facilitate 
student success and progress. 
 
Targeted behaviors are indicated 

2011-2012 
school year 
  
  
  
  
 2009-2010 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
November 
2009-
Ongoing 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 

Basic Skills provided to students according to 
the district identification criteria. 
  
Each school has developed school goals based 
on their identified Problem of Practice. 
  
Differentiation strategies utilized by teachers 
during class time to meet the needs of all 
learners. 
  
Faculty meetings to provide training for teachers 
in UbD and DI 
  
The RTI steering committee meets monthly to 
facilitate the action plan and assess progress. 
  
RTI sub-groups are meeting to craft components 
and facilitations for implementation of the action 
plan. 
  
   
Saturday Academy-The Board of Education 
was presented with the data from K-8 Saturday 
Academy at the May 2011 Board meeting. 75% 
of the students showed formative improvements 
in Math and LAL on the class MFR forms 
  
 IEP meetings and parent conferences are being 
held throughout the year, as per mandated 
guidelines. 
  
Data is collected and reviewed periodically with 
the district Behavior Specialists. Status reports 

Completed the first cycle of basic skills and 
second cycle is underway. Students can still 
begin the program with teacher 
recommendation. 
 
DI training and UbD training continuing in 
buildings in conjunction with EE4NJ training and 
the Marzano Causal Model training. 
 
RTI steering committee continuing to meet to 
plan for a pilot of RTI in grades K-2. 
 
IEP meetings and parent conferences are being 
held throughout the year, as per mandated 
guidelines. 
 
NJ Anti-Bullying Bill of Rights provides protection 
to students subjected to HIB in school and off 
school grounds. Anti-Bullying Coordinator (ABC) 
organizes district-wide Parent HIB Evening 
Events, and collaborates with TV Productions’ 
teacher and VP1 students to create a series of 
anti-bullying/character development videos.  
 
Anti-Bullying Specialists (ABSs) & Principals 
coordinate building-level HIB training for 
students, staff, and parents; and ABSs conduct 
all HIB reports within the ABR mandated 10-day 
timeline.  
 
Parent communications and student/teacher HIB 
awareness occurs more consistently and 
systematically to address the needs of students 
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and data is collected, as per their 
BIP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
  

 

are provided to the parents, as specified in the 
BIP 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

at-risk of being subjected to HIB. 
 
Superintendent & ABC review every 
investigation report submitted by ABSs & 
Principals. 
 
Monroe School District’s HIB awareness & 
prevention efforts are being recognized as a 
model around the county and across the state. 
 
In response to parent community request, an 
online parent survey will be launched to 
determine parent/guardian interest in developing 
a Monroe Parent Academy. Parent Academy 
would host evening parent training events on 
specified topics 2x per year. 
 
In response to parent community requests, an 
online parent survey will be launched to 
determine parent/guardian interest in developing 
a district-wide School Uniform Policy for grades 
Pre-K through 12 students. 
 
The RTI pilot for grades K,1, & 2 is preparing to 
launch in April 2012.  Data collection tools, 
strategy menus, and forms have been 
developed for the staff. 

Implement 
Instructional Rounds 
protocol in two pilot 
sites and continue 
the walkthrough 
process in the other 
schools to monitor 
best practices. 

   Restructure BSIP 
Program to 
maximize effect 
and scope of 
services. 

   Ongoing Each school has developed a problem of 
practice in anticipation of instructional rounds. 
To date, the High School, Brookside, and 
Monroe Township Middle School have partaken 
in this process.  Oak Tree will look at conducting 
an instructional round during this school year. 

Instructional rounds to occur on May 7,2012 in 
the Monroe Township Middle School AVID 
elective classrooms (3).  The problem of practice 
is based on WICR strategies yielding high level 
critical thinking and reasoning in students in the 
program. 

     Develop, update 
and align 
standards, 

   Ongoing Continuous curriculum alignment for Common 
Core National Standards implementation project. 

Continuous in all content areas.  Specifically 
English Language Arts and Mathematics with an 
infusion of literacy in science and social studies. 
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benchmarks and 
assessment in all 
subject areas Pre 
K-12 

     Develop quality 
rubrics and other 
frameworks to 
assure quality 
planning is uniform 
through the district 
and shared among 
staff 

IESPs will show patterns of 
student progress 
  
Improve articulation between 
teachers, parents and students 
via conference records. 

February 
2010-
Ongoing 

Curriculum writing process as well as the 
creation of an exploration committee on 
Standards-based assessments in lieu or 
conjunction with traditional grading processes. 

Designing & Teaching Learning Goals & 
Objectives by Robert J. Marzano was purchased 
for all district staff through EE4NJ grant funds.  
Teachers are developing appropriate scales and 
rubrics to assess and monitor their students 
progress in their courses. 

  Provide interventions 
during the day and 
throughout the school 
year for students at 
risk 

Develop a curriculum map by 
September 1, 2010 

Beginning 
January 
2010-
Ongoing 

RTI interventions established / IEP and I&RS 
meetings to collect data and implement student 
learning interventions. 

RTI committee is identifying a kindergarten 
assessment for all kindergarten students. They 
will continue to meet to launch a pilot for grades 
K-2. 

Implement quarterly 
review process of 
MFR (Managing For 
Result) to ensure 
congruency 
throughout the 
district. 

Identify students 
through the data 
process of MFR to 
target specific needs 
and strategies to 
improve student 
learning. 
  
  
Identify students by 
using a myriad of data 
streams to determine 
students who are at 
risk and provide 
additional instructional 
supports. 
  
  
  
  

Implement the MFR system and 
coordinate meetings. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Implement a professional 
development plan that resembles 
the emphasis on early 
interventions for identified 
students by 10-11 school year 
  
Implementation of Managing for 
Results process will show 
evidence of progress towards 
closing student achievement gaps 
  

 Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
January 
2010-
Ongoing 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Meetings between principals and each 
teacher/PLC to review MFR data and develop 
action plans for students. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
MTMS began meeting with teams to discuss 
MFR process-data, results of data and 
corresponding modifications. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Ongoing meetings between administrators and 
teachers to review assessment data for 
identified students.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
RTI pilot implementation is planned for April 
2012. 
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Continue to monitor 
student data and 
artifacts collected by 
classroom teachers 

Ongoing pre/formative/summative 
assessments will show increased 
student achievement for identified 
students. 
  
Student ILPs contain data and 
work samples from previous 
reviews for comparison. Case 
Managers examine the data to 
ensure progress and adherence 
to IEP goals 

  
  
   
  
  
Throughout 
the 2011-
2012 SY 

  
  
  
  
  
 Child Study Team case managers meet with 
classroom teachers each quarter to review 
student data collected in students’ ILPs. 

 
 
 
 
 
Child Study Team case managers continue to 
meet with classroom teachers each quarter to 
review student data collected in students’ ILPs. 
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Goal # 6: To Create a 21st Century Environment of Learning that Promotes Inspiration, Motivation, Exploration, 
and Innovation (Goal added- October 2011) 
 

Action Steps Benchmarks Performance 
Indicators 

Timelines Status Report #1 Status Report # 2 

Implement 
successful 
deployment of 
iPads to high 
school 
students and 
staff 

Plan evening orientation 
sessions for all students 
 
Students and parents take 
initial technology surveys 
 
Parents and students 
understand responsibilities 
and learning potential of iPad 

  

Stakeholders 
become vested in 
student learning 
process 

September 
and October 
2011 - 
Ongoing 

Deployment meetings consist of IT team, 
central administration, building 
administration and other needed 
stakeholders. 
  
Brought in outside consultant on deployment 
best practices to give an outside lens on the 
workflow of the deployment. 
  
Created an orientation for parents inclusive 
of security, teacher demonstrations, 
information on connecting to home networks, 
printing from home, and connecting to the 
student z drive. 
  
Conduct periodic homeroom/classroom 
check every 9 weeks on monitoring of 
applications.                                                                                                                                                                                    
  
System in place.  Currently enrolling devices 
into management system.  This will be 
automated with the MDM suite. 
  
Create and send initial letter to parents be 
mailed home. 
  
Create communication iWeb site for 
continuous updates.  
 
Explain vision, deployment dates and email 

Vanguard Teacher training for 25 to 30 teachers 
who will turnkey iPad Device literacy training to 
other staff. 
 
Vanguard Student training for 30 select students 
who will assist Vanguard Teachers train students 
and staff in iPad Device literacy development. 
 
Creation of “Help Desk” in the MTHS lobby -- duty 
period coverage by Vanguard Teachers on a 
rotational scheduled basis. 
 
Increased public relations efforts to promote 
“Success Story Testimonials” of staff and students 
about the iPad Device learning initiative 
 
1760 iPads given out to students at the end of 
October 2011. 
 
Held student/parent meetings before students 
received their iPads in October 2011. 
 
After 3 months of use, all student iPads were 
collected and refreshed back to school settings. 
Set up sign out and sign in procedure as discipline 
measure for students who took off school settings. 
 
Enforced Acceptable Use Policy regarding students 
who misused iPad learning devices. 
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addresses for questions 
Create and send letter number 2 home to 
parents and students.                                                                                                                                                                                      
  
Distributed deployment dates via AlertNow; 
gave student pledge and protection plan 
information  
  
Create and sent AlertNow reminder about 
deployment out to parents                                                                                                                                                                                             
  
Automatic call to parents reminding them to 
preregister, and come to deployment nights.  
Collect forms and protection plan payment 
  
Collect signed student pledges, signed 
protection plans and protection fees 
  
Deploy iPads 
  
Present and deploy iPads in the Media 
Center 
  
Find students who missed deployment 
  
Find students who have not received their 
iPad yet 
  
Develop internal protection plan documents. 
Revision of policy being conducted at central 
office 
  
Develop procedures for collection of 
protection plan fees. 
  
Collected protection plan from entire student 
body 

Continued meetings of ISTE committee to discuss 
the initiative progress. Topics include continued 
professional development, training of our Vanguard 
Staff and creation of Help Desk. 
 
Promoted survey for staff to determine level of 
teacher proficiency in using available technology. 
 
Created a MTHS site visitation for outside school 
districts and NJCART to promote our technology 
initiative and showcase technology instruction in the 
classroom. 

Deploy iPads 
and MacBooks 

Plan year long professional 
development for school year 

    Teachers and 
students use 

2011-2012 
School Year 

MacBooks were deployed to staff on first day 
of school or in late August if teachers were 

Teacher led workshops are underway in the high 
school. Courses on content creation tools such as 
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to high school 
teaching staff 

Identify Van Guard teachers 
to help staff 
 
Showcase teacher created 
content 
 
Showcase student work with 
iPad 

technology 
tools in and 
out of school 

available.  
First level of professional development began 
on September 1 and 2 and continued for 2 
day sessions through middle of October 
before actual student deployment 
  
Vanguard teachers identified and completed 
their first day of training with outside 
professional developer who has been 
assigned to our site for the entire year and 
possibly longer. 
 
Vanguard teachers will have the opportunity 
to receive 7 more days of training throughout 
the school year.  In turn, they will plan to 
conduct internal professional development to 
their peers through out this year and into next 
year per our professional development model.  
     
Vanguard teachers and other early adopters 
will have opportunity to become part of a peer 
learning community help desk initiative where 
as they will contribute to a help desk on their 
teaching duty. 
  
Wiki purchased server will serve as a housing 
of district created content 
  
Student showcase of iPad work will occur at 
monthly board of education meetings as well 
as teacher and student testimonials.  Student 
products will be showcased throughout the 
community. 

iMovie are taking place along with creating effective 
assessments with the iPad and learning the basics.  
Workshops are well attended by staff as they 
continue their learning curve with this technology 
initiative. 

Provide 
professional 
development 
for leaders, 
staff members, 
and IT 

Administrative and teacher 
leaders model content to 
staff 
 
 
 

    Student 
engagement 
and instruction 
improves 

Ongoing 
 
 
 
 
 

IT, High School administration, district 
supervisors, and department coordinators 
engaging in specific professional days of 
learning. 
  
  

iPad success stories are being shared in admin prep 
meetings.  
 
Teachers are assisting other teachers in how to use 
the iPad technology in their classes. 
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department  
Student and staff help desk 
is created 
 
Professional Development 
Activities (PD for iPad 
Specific, Percentage 
Trained, Dates of Upcoming 
Classes, Course feed back 
review) 

 
Ongoing 
 
 
Ongoing 

  
Students being identified by staff will 
subsequently be trained by Apple on April 3, 
2012 as a student help desk during lunch 
periods and afterschool periods of time.  
 
Student clubs are being formed as a form of 
sharing best practices. 
 
Senior Option being looked at for next year as 
a means of community and service credit. 
  
100% of teaching staff trained on basic 
MacBook and iPad usage.  25 vanguard 
teachers trained in first of eight-day sessions.  
2 days of leadership training conducted. 
  
District professional development for high 
school staff being incorporated to address 
content creation via iPad learning tools. 
  
Staff training feedback forms being collected, 
analyzed and shared with staff and BOE.  
Feedback being used as means of internal 
formative assessment for next steps. 

Effectively 
communicate 
messages, 
updates, and 
information 
regarding the 
initiative 

New district website for 
NSTE 1:1 technology 
initiative created and 
updated 
 
Press releases to news 

    
High School administration 
to communicate and have 
staff embrace initiative 
 
Create and deploy vision 
statement and messages for 
teachers and students 

Streamline of 
information in 
website and 
amongst all 
stakeholders 

October 
2011 

iWeb site updated regularly.  Site address is: 
http://monroenj.schoolwires.com/monroenj/lib/
monroenj/_shared/Monroe/Our_Purpose.html 
  
Press releases being implemented on a 
regular basis.  The following constituents 
were communicated to for our deployment 
orientation. Wired Magazine 
  
Here's the master distribution list for 
Release #2: 

1. Monroe School District iWebsite 
2. Governor Chris Christie 
3. Commissioner Chris Cerf 

District and High School administration meets with 
Vanguard teachers after school to increase 
communication within the building. 
 
Commons area being used as a communication hub 
within the school to showcase technology via 
Keynote presentations and streaming video 
 
IT staff now a part of all administrative trainings 
regarding the iPad learning tool device. 
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Board of Education 
showcase updates on 
initiative 

4. Sue Sullivan, DOE 
5. Middlesex County Office of Education 
6. ETTC 
7. NJASECD 
8. EIRC 
9. NJPSA/FEA News Room 
10. Editors of Monroe PAC Newspapers 
11. NJ Shopping & Dining Guide 
12. Monroenjonline.com 
13. The Star Ledger 
14. CBS News 
15. MSNBC News 
16. News 12 NJ 
17. Associated Press 
18. Cranbury Press 
19. The Sentinel 
20. Anderson Cooper Show 
21. NJ Press Media 
22. Centraljersey.com 
23. The Home News Tribune/Gannett 

Newspapers 
24. ABC News — Andrea Smith, 

Technology Reporter who also has 
her own blog (http://andreasmith.org) 
-- I dug deeper — didn't want to 
believe ABC would stay that far 
behind the other stations. 

25. Popular Science Magazine 
26. Computer World Magazine 
27. PC Magazine 
28. Discover Magazine 
29. The New York Times 
30. The Daily News 
31. BOE members 
32. MTEA Leadership 
33. All Staff via e-blast from Jeff 

  

http://andreasmith.org/
http://andreasmith.org/
http://andreasmith.org/
http://andreasmith.org/
http://andreasmith.org/
http://andreasmith.org/
http://andreasmith.org/
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Change 
student 
engagement 
for students at 
all levels – 
Students will 
become 
creators of 
new content 

 
Collect walkthrough data in 
all classrooms 
 
6 month benchmark surveys 
on progress 
 
Showcase and set standards 
for instructional usage 

 
Data results 

  
Ongoing 
  
  
  

 
High School Principal met with each content 
department to discuss measurable outcomes 
for staff during Phase 1 of this learning 
initiative.  
  
Leadership team is becoming familiar with 
walkthrough data tool.  Tool has been 
uploaded to the Teachscape system and 
leadership team is being trained on how to 
gather data and how to share with staff and 
stakeholders. 
  
Baseline data being gathered and analyzed 
by members of implementation team via 
teacher, student and parent initial surveys.  
  
Podcasts and internal library compilations and 
sharing of best practices being shared with 
staff via iWeb site and iBooks sharing 
processes 

 
Observable outcomes are being redesigned for this 
and next school year with a focus on content 
creation via iMovie, Garage Band, iAuthor, iBooks, 
Problem / Challenge based learning, Interactive 
Wikis. 
 
EE4NJ planning and preparing for technology in the 
classroom is becoming a data stream for district to 
assess and drive next level of monitoring. 

Teachers will 
create 
activities and 
lessons that 
take advantage 
of the new 
tools available 
to them at the 
high school. 
  

Professional development 
schedule 
 
Van Guard teacher PLCs 
 
After school volunteer help 
sessions 

  

Student and 
teacher 
artifacts 

Ongoing Leadership team has been accessible and 
present in classrooms.  Presentations and 
mini workshops are being given on the 
workflow as it relates to the internal WebDAV 
cloud and upcoming workshop on formative 
assessment Socratic.com system. 
  
This is happening daily as iPads have only 
been deployed for 1 month.  Teacher sharing 
is occurring during department meetings and 
district in-service as well as in and out of 
school. Phase II wiki will provide a housing 
protocol for showcasing best practices. 

Teachers are using wikis and iPads to improve the 
workflow of documents to and from students. 
 
Teachers are beginning to challenge students to use 
the technology available to them to solve problems 
given to them by teachers. 

Student 
achievement 
will 
demonstrate 

Survey comparison 
 
Collect student achievement 
data 

Test results, 
grades and 
GPA 

Ongoing 
 
 
 

Quantitative baseline data being compiled in 
the following areas:  Standardized test scores 
/ SAT, PSAT scores / GPA / End of Year tests  
  

Baseline data compiled quantitatively through 
teacher, student, and parent survey. 
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gains 
  

 
Benchmark learning gains 

 
Ongoing 

 
Qualitative Survey progress indicators and 
data 
  
Phase II step to have outside researcher Dr. 
Ruben Puentedura implore his research 
services free of charge to our district.  He 
authored the research in Maine and the 
SAMR model.  His website is 
http://hippasus.com. 
  
  
  

 
Marking period grades, attendance records and 
standardized test scores have been compiled for 
comparison. 
 
Currently a six-month assessment survey is being 
created for teacher and student feedback. 
 
Administration is using Teachscape data collection 
software for classroom walkthroughs.  The software 
will compile data on student classroom usage. 
  

New resources 
and textbooks 
will become 
digital 
  

Meetings with publishing 
companies 
 
Teacher access to new 
resources such as iUniversity 

Students will be 
physically 
carrying less 
resources with 
them 

 
Students working 

together in 
media center, 
in and out of 
classrooms 
etc. 

September 
2011 – 2015 
ongoing 

Had ongoing meetings with Pearson products 
who are now providing a free pilot year on the 
newly adopted Algebra I textbook series. 
  
Teachers are beginning to use outside 
resources with students and monitor via 
student grades, classwork and assessments. 

Publishing companies are in negotiations with 
Monroe Township in partnering usage of electronic, 
interactive textbooks 

Budgeting new 
ways to 
support digital 
learning 

Departmental meetings to 
discuss progress 
 
Staff Members Evaluate new 
apps for 2012-2013 school 
year 
 
Show savings on iPad 
progress 

Actual budget   Budgeting and program of studies being 
diagnosed and planned for 2012-2013 school 
year. 
  
  
Ongoing. Teachers are exploring and 
assessing apps outside of core apps for 
further usage in classroom. They acquire 
redemption codes from technology director of 
information systems, then pilot, discus and 
assess with department coordinators, district 
content supervisors, building administrators, 
and assistant superintendent of schools. 

Discussions have begun on the “refresh” process for 
the iPads.  

http://hippasus.com/
http://hippasus.com/
http://hippasus.com/
http://hippasus.com/
http://hippasus.com/
http://hippasus.com/
http://hippasus.com/
http://hippasus.com/
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As savings occur, record keeping process is 
being implored such as savings on text books, 
hard copies being made, educational 
materials, content creation, distance learning, 
possible outside partnerships, residuals from 
content creation, calculators… 

Create 
educational 
technology 
committee 

Set up internal 
committee to set 3-5 
year goals 
 
Set meeting agenda 
for the 2011-2012 
school year 
 
Bring outside 
members to serve on 
committee 

Short and long 
range goals 
established 

August 2011 
– June 2012 

Implementation team in place since August 
22, 2011.  Curriculum committee input on 
establishing 3-5 year goals.  
  
Superintendents Action Plan as a way of goal 
setting and implementation of learning 
initiative. 
  
Start discussions on what an external 
educational committee looks like and their 
governing purpose and mission. 

Have met with different parent stakeholders and 
NJDOE to discuss the formation of committee. 
 
 


